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This post is part of our Black October online forum dedicated to the Russian Revolution and the African diaspora of W. E. B. Du Bois and others bound and raised at the Afro-Asian Writers' Conference in Tashkent in October 1958. Documents by V. E.B. Du Bois (MS 312). Special collections and university archives, libraries of the
University of Massachusetts Amherst. In October 1958, more than two hundred writers from Asia and developing African countries descended on Tashkent, the capital of the Soviet Republic of Uzbekistan. Among the participants was V.E.B. Du Bois, who at the age of 90 had just flown in from Moscow (where he persuaded Nikita
Khrushchev to find the Institute for the Study of Africa). Along with leading Soviet writers and cultural bureaucrats, some of the main figures of literature of the 1930s were present, leaving Europe or America: the Turkish modernist poet Nazim Hikmet and his Pakistani counterpart Faiz Ahmad Faiz, the Chinese writer Mao Dong and Mulk
Raj Anand. Although poorly known at the time, some of the young delegates to this meeting will continue to become the leading literary figures of their countries: Senegalese writer-director Sembene Usman, Indonesian writer Pramoedya Toer, poet and founder of the Communist Party of Angola Mario Pinto de Andrade, and Mozambican
poet and freLIMO politician Marcelino dos Santos. By all accounts, Tashkent impressed visitors with its mixture of Western modernity and familiar eastern - an effect carefully curated by Soviet hosts who sought to make it a showcase of the city for third world delegations. The gathering of all these writers - the first congress that later
became known as the Afro-Asian Writers' Association - was a literary front for the Soviet Union's return to colonial issues after a two-decade hiatus. Geopolitical zigzags of Stalin's state and rumors, confirmed in Khrushchev's secret speech of 1956, about repressive practices at home significantly extinguished the flame of the Russian
Revolution by the mid-1950s. Doubts of the African and Asian intellectuals about the liberation promises of the Soviet state are now partly caused by the resources of the world superpower, which lacked interwar anti-imperialism. These resources have had a powerful, if ambiguous, impact on the political lives of blacks around the world,
resulting, on the one hand, in the devastating proxy wars in Angola and Mozambique, and on the other hand, inciting the emancipation struggle against apartheid in southern Africa and Jim Crow in the United States. This article will be particularly interesting in the cultural consequences of Soviet interaction with the post-colonial world,
namely its influence on African writings. As the heir to the literary and centrism of the revolutionary Russian intelligentsia of the late nineteenth century, the Soviet state, up to its bureaucracy, believed in the ability of literature to transform society and invested heavily in even with societies, very different from their own. By the mutual logic
of the Cold War, the U.S. State Department and the CIA, institutions not known as patrons of literature before or after the Cold War, had to match these investments. The real beneficiaries of this competition were African writers, whose interest in the work of which has increased significantly, as well as readers of the first, second and third
worlds, who were given greater access to these writers. W.E.B. Du Bois, speaking to Chinese delegates at the Afro-Asian Writers' Conference, Tashkent, October 1958. Documents by V. E.B. Du Bois (MS 312). Special collections and university archives, libraries of the University of Massachusetts Amherst. The Afro-Asian Writers'
Association was the main organizational tool of Soviet interaction with post-colonial literature. Despite the fact that the association was the literary equivalent of the Non-Aligned Movement, it was highly aligned: thanks to Soviet Central Asian writers and readers, the Soviet cultural bureaucracy was able to claim a place on the Afro-Asian
table. The main purpose of the Association was to create an international alliance between the literature of the two continents, aimed at consolidating their forces and achieving independence from the publishing centers of Paris, London and New York. Of course, there are other competing literary internationalisms that have set similar
goals and sought to command the loyalty of African writers and readers: pan-Africanism, Francophony, literary Maoism and others. However, none of them could correspond to the scale of the Association or the symbolic and material resources of the Soviet state. Drawing on his experience of literary internationalism in the first two
decades after the Russian Revolution of 1917, in its efforts to create an Afro-Asian literary field, the Soviet cultural bureaucracy contributed to the creation of four major institutions: international writing congresses coordinating the bureau, a multilingual literary quarterly and international literary prize. Since the Conference of Proletarian
Writers in Moscow, dedicated to the tenth anniversary of the October Revolution (1927), international writing congresses such as the Paris Writers' Conference for the Protection of Culture (1935) or the Wroclaw Congress of Intellectuals for the World of the Cold War (1948), have served as a platform for the creation of international literary
fields and the deployment of literature as a force for political participation. Following this tradition, the Tashkent Congress of Afro-Asian Writers in 1958 was only the first of eight congresses in this history of the Association, the rest were organized by Cairo (1962), Beirut (1967), New Delhi (1970), Alma-Atei (1973), Luanda (1979),
Tashkent (1983) and Tunisia (1988). As in previous international literary organizations associated with the Soviet Union, the Afro-Asian Writers' Association had a Coordination Office, originally located in Colombo, Sri Lanka. His capture by the Maoists during the The schism in the early 1960s plunged the movement into the first of several
crises and led for some time to two parallel and competing associations: one dominated by China, which dried up during the Cultural Revolution, and the other, a Soviet aligned one, headquartered before 1978 in Cairo. The last head and general secretary of the entire Association was the South African writer Alex La Guma, who spent
most of that time (1979-1985) living in Cuba, doubling as an ANC representative. In general, the Bureau sought to serve as a warehouse of literature produced in various parts of the third world literary world and to maintain daily links between various national writers' associations and sometimes the governmental bureaucracy located at
the junction of each particular national culture. W. E. B. Dubois, Shirley Graham Dubois, Majemut Diop, Chou Yang and Mao Dong at the Afro-Asian Writers' Conference in Tashkent, October 1958. Documents by V. E.B. Du Bois (MS 312). Special collections and university archives, libraries of the University of Massachusetts Amherst. It
is closely related to another structure of the Afro-Asian literary field: the literary magazine of the Lotus Association, having published modern prose, poetry, folklore, criticism and reviews of books by African and Asian writers between 1968 and 1991, when the USSR stopped subsidizing it. To try to list the most famous writers and texts he
has published would be to list the modern post-colonial canon. Originally proposed to the Soviet authorities by Faiz Ahmad Faiz and based in Cairo in his first decade, Lotus was forced to move to Beirut after the Camp David Accords, and eventually to Tunisia and Moscow. In its main idea, the magazine strikingly resembled International
Literature, a Moscow periodical edition of interwar left literature, and, as it did, it came out in several languages: French, English and Arabic. Through translation, she sought to bridge the linguistic, national and regional boundaries that divide their intended audience and to imagine an Afro-Asian literary community. The Afro-Asian Writers'
Association also sought to consolidate Third World literature as a coherent field through the Lotus Literary Prize, modelled on the Lenin Peace Prize of the World Peace Council at the beginning of the Cold War. , novelists Sembene Usman (1971) and Ngugi wa Thiongo (1973), Nigerian writer Chinua Achebe (1975), and his compatriot,
poet, graduate of the Moscow Literary Institute, and future president of the Union of African Writers Atukwei Okai (1980). Many of the recipients received the award long before they gained a significant literary reputation among the Western public. In 1978, when the Afro-Asian Writers' Association joined the The decline, reflecting the
pitfalls and murders of the Third World project, the orientalism of Edward Said was first published. Led by a slightly different international cultural education of diaspora scholars, post-colonial studies nevertheless perform the same intellectual work as the Association previously, and relies on the literary canon that the Association helped to
form. Thus, despite the fact that the Association ceased to exist in the same year as its main sponsor, the Soviet state disappeared from the map, its legacy - a distant echo of the October Revolution - continues to live a spectral, unrecognized life in the proletarian themes of black diaspora literature and in the scientific approaches used to
study the literature of the African continent. Copyright © AAIHS. Cannot be reprinted without permission. Resolution. grade 8 afro asian literature pdf. survey of afro-asian literature pdf. crisscrossing through afro-asian literature pdf. history of afro asian literature pdf. afro asian literature stories pdf. afro-asian literature syllabus pdf. afro
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